Understanding human visual attention is important for multimedia applications. Many studies have attempted to build saliency prediction models on natural images. However, limited efforts have been devoted to saliency prediction for Web pages, which are characterized by diverse content elements and spatial layouts. In this paper, we propose a novel endto-end deep generative saliency model for Web pages. To capture position biases introduced by page layouts, a Position Prior Learning (PPL) sub-network is proposed, which models the position biases with a variational auto-encoder. To model different elements of a Web page, a Multi Discriminative Region Detection (MDRD) branch and a Text Region Detection (TRD) branch are introduced, which extract discriminative localizations and prominent text regions, respectively. We validate the proposed model with a public Webpage dataset 'FIWI', and show that the proposed model outperforms the state-of-art models for Web-page saliency prediction.
INTRODUCTION
Dominated by the "bottom-up" attentive mechanism of viPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. sual cognition [16] , the human visual system tends to focus on certain regions instead of randomly spreading. Modeling this human visual attention is essential for evaluating media designs. Inspired by the above visual attention mechanism, many computational saliency models, which attempt to predict salient regions of given media content, have been investigated. Most existing saliency prediction studies focus on natural images [3] . Building upon the biological evidence [23] , low-level features such as color, contrast, luminance, edge orientations or intensity are adopted to help predict human attention [9, 7] . To capture the influence of content semantics, high-level features representing certain semantic concepts (e.g., faces, objects) are leveraged to further improve the prediction accuracy [10] . With the recent development of deep neural networks, many efforts have been made to simultaneously learn feature representations and saliency models [15, 17, 5, 4] . More recently, adversarial training is leveraged to refine the predictive results of saliency models [14] .
While much efforts have been devoted to saliency prediction of natural images, there have been very limited studies focusing on Web-page saliency [18, 13] . Different from natural images, Web pages are rich in scattered salient stimuli (e.g., logos, text, graphs, picture) [20] of un-equivalent influence to human's short-term attention [2] . It is thus more difficult to model human attention on Web pages, not only requiring more complicated feature representations but also modeling spatial layouts. Existing studies on Web-page saliency [18, 13] mainly focus on exploring a better feature representation. However, they did not take the characteristics of Web-page saliency into consideration.
First, the layout of Web pages greatly affects the deployment of human fixations, leading to a diverse set of reading patterns such as [2] . The above studies for Web-page saliency tend to represent the position-based visual preferences using manually constructed position-bias maps, which is unable to adaptively reflect the accurate Web-page layout. Hence, we explore to automatically model the position biases as a prior distribution with the help of a variational auto-encoder.
Second, different from natural images, there are many non-semantic elements in web pages which may not grip human attention but unavoidably cause overmuch activated regions when we simply use a pre-trained CNN as a feature extractor, just as most previous works done. Instead, considering text and images are dominant elements in Web pages, we propose to adopt independent high-level semantic features for the two elements.
In our paper, we propose a deep generative saliency model for Web pages. As shown in Figure 1 , the whole model consists of three sub-networks: Prior Learning Net (PLNet) for modeling position biases, Element Feature Net (EFNet) for extracting representations for different elements, and Prediction Net(P-Net) for generating the final saliency map. The PL-Net leverages a VAE-based Position Prior Learning (PPL) algorithm to automatically learn position biases of user viewing behaviors. The EF-Net contains three branches. In addition to an overall feature branch, a Multi Discriminative Region Detection (MDRD) branch and a Text Region Detection (TRD) branch are introduced, which extract discriminative localizations and prominent text regions, respectively. The whole model we proposed is a deep generative model which can be trained end-to-end. By experimenting on FiWI, a released Web-page dataset, our proposed algorithms distinguish our model and boost the performance of saliency prediction.
The main contributions of our studies are summarized as follows.
• We model the diverse visual preference caused by page layouts with a VAE-based Position Prior Learning.
• We explore element-based feature representations and leverage an MDRD branch and a TRD branch to capture the impact of images and text to human attention.
• Experimental studies have shown that the proposed method outperforms the state-of-art models for Webpage saliency prediction. Figure 1 provides an overview of the proposed generative saliency model for Web pages. In the rest of this section, we present PPL, MDRD, and TRD in details. To predict Web page saliency, it is important to model position biases introduced by page layouts. Unlike previous studies which adopt fixed position bias maps manually constructed beforehand, we propose a Position Prior Learning (PPL) algorithm based on Variational Auto-Encoder(VAE) [11] to automatically learn such position biases.
METHOD

Position Prior Learning
Based on the observation that similar position biases occurred on corresponding Web pages sharing similar layouts. We explore to model these position biases as the mean and standard deviation of multivariate Gaussian distribution which are learned as latent variables in VAE (see Fig 2) .
Specifically, a set of true saliency maps S are be used to optimize a VAE network including an encoder E and a decoder D for obtaining the posterior distribution q(z|S). This training procedure follows the objective function below:
where φ and θ are the parameters of the encoder E and the decoder D, respectively. p(z) is the standard normal prior, N (0, I). λ1 and λ2 are the weights of the expectation term and KL-divergence terms. The learned variational approximate posterior can be formulated as a multivariate Gaussian with a diagonal covariance structure:
where the mean values µ and the covariance matrix σ 2 I of the posterior are generated from the encoder E.
Meanwhile, the generated prior maps S from PL-Net are fed into the parameter-sharing encoder E. We also let the output of E be a multivariate Gaussian structure:
where φ are reused parameters of encoder E. Then another KL-divergence representing the discrepancy between the above two approximate posterior, q φ (z|S) and
is calculated as the loss for training PL-Net so as to enable prior maps generated by PL-Net to possess similar latent variables with that of true saliency maps. θ pl indicates the parameters in PL-Net.
Multi Discriminative Region Detection
We propose the Multiple Discriminative Region Detection (MDRD) to extract the remarkable object regions where human maybe easily focus on. Inspired by Class Activation Map (CAM) proposed in [24] , first, we utilize a VGG16-GAP model trained on ImageNet [12] to predict the classification of each input stimuli image. Then we select top-K categories predicted by the model and calculate the average of top-K categories CAM to get the multi-discriminative region map M .
where (x, y) is the position index of pixels; Yc is the probabilistic value w.r.t class c; Sc is the CAM of category c; # is the number of all categories in ImageNet; T opK is the function which return a set of class numbers whose predicted scores are in top-K. K is a hyperparameter determined by the number of dominated eigenvalues in PCA implemented on the last convolutional layers.
Text Region Detection
Web pages are rich in text information which greatly attracted human fixations, hence our proposed Text Region Detection (TRD) aims to generate a representation for prominent text information.
TRD is mainly implemented by a Text/Background Classifier C f trained on the datasets (ICDAR 1 and SVT [21] ) for character recognition. A well-trained C f is then performed around the resized multi-scale input stimulus by sliding window for generating the text saliency map. Gaussian blur is applied to smooth the text saliency map.
Loss Function
The feature maps from PL-Net and EF-Net are concatenated together as the input of Prediction Network (P-Net). P-Net generates the final predicted saliency map based on stacked CNN structure. The loss function we defined between the predicted saliency map and its corresponding groundtruth is the linear combination of two terms as follows:
where θ * are the training parameters in EF-Net and P-Net; S are the predicted saliency maps from P-Net and S are the corresponding ground-truth; α, β are the hyper-parameters to trade-off two loss terms. L1 is defined as the cross entropy loss:
L2 is defined as the KL-divergence measuring the loss of information when distributionŜ is used to approximate the distribution S:
where i indicates the i th pixel in both saliency maps and ε is a regularization constant. 
DATASETS & METRICS
FiWI is a dataset proposed in [18] , which contains 149 web page screenshots with eye-tracking fixation data collected from 11 observers. The observation is short-term as well as free-viewing to ensure the visual preference being driven by "bottom-up" visual mechanism. FiWI is categorized as Pictorial (50) Evaluation Metrics For evaluating our performance quantitatively, three similarity metrics 2 are adopted including Linear Correlation Coefficient (CC), Normalized Scanpath Saliency (NSS) and shuffled Area Under Curve (sAUC) [22] .
EXPERIMENTS & DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we first qualitatively evaluate our model with existing nine studies proposed for saliency prediction. We also present a quantitative comparison on Pictorial, Text 
Performance Comparison
We compare our model with 9 previous saliency models, including: MMF [13] , MKL [18] , AIM [1] , SIG [8] , SUN [22] , GBVS [7] , Itti [9] , Sam [5] , and Mlnet [4] . Figure 3 illustrates the comparison among the models, which demonstrates that our model better represents human attention. In Table 1 , we quantitatively compare the performance in terms of three evaluation metrics (sAUC, NSS and CC) for Pictorial/Text/Mixed web pages. It can be seen that our model greatly outperforms other baselines in Pictorial & Text Web pages and is slightly better in Mixed Web pages.
Analysis of Each Module
We further analyze the respective effect of PPL, MDRD and TRD proposed in our Element Sensitive Saliency Model.
First, to explore whether Position Prior Learning captures position bias in web page viewing, we illustrate in Fig 4 with three kinds of web pages (Pictorial, Textual, Mixed). For each category, we average their corresponding prior maps S generated by Prior Learning Network and we observe typical "F-shaped" and "top-left" bias in textual web pages; "center-around" bias in pictorial images; "sidebar" and "topleft" bias in mixed web pages. That means the proposed PPL algorithm is able to capture common prior of position bias for Web pages with similar layouts.
Then we intuitively visualize what TRD and MDRD extracted from original Web pages in figure 5 . Representation from TRD shows that TRD selectively highlights locations where textual information is remarkable instead of simply detecting the edge lines of each character used in the previous methods. We see text in logos, headlines or subheadings have larger activation on text saliency maps, which is important for our model since human usually pay more attention to these regions than normal text in main bodies. Representation from MDRD also shows that the proposed MDRD could "pre-select" some special discriminative regions while greatly suppressing textual regions. For comparison, as most previous works done, representation from pooling5 is extracted from pre-trained VGG16 [19] , which shows feature maps generated by our MDRD are more sparse with most inconspicuous regions suppressed.
Furthermore, we quantitatively illustrate the effectiveness of TRD / MDRD / PPL modules. Table 2 compares "Base", "Base+TRD", "Base+MDRD", "Base+TRD+MDRD", and the proposed model "Base+TRD+MDRD+PPL", through sAUC, NSS and CC metrics. The results illustrate that each module greatly contributes to saliency prediction for web pages. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present an Element Sensitive Saliency Model for Web pages. The whole model consists of Element Feature Network (EF-Net), Prior Learning Network (PL-Net) and Prediction Network (P-Net). In contrast to the previous works, we leverage the VAE-based Position Prior Learning (PPL), Multi-Discriminative Region Detection (MDRD) and Text Region Detection (TRD) to improve the extracted feature maps. Through experiments results, we verify the proposed PPL in PL-Net can automatically learn the various visual preference of human vision on web pages, while MDRD and TRD can extract element sensitive feature to improve the sailency prediction performance, and we illustrate that our proposed model outperforms the state-of-art models for Web-page saliency prediction.
